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1. U. S. Activities
Little America Station
Station Activities - On May 17, 22 percent of the cargo remained on
the barrier edge. This material consists entirely of fuel and during the
following week 4800 gallons were moved to the station. A five kw generator
has been installed on a weasel, providing a portable floodlight system of
six 500 watt lights for the station. A Little America Station University
of Antarctica has been established and courses in calculus, Spanish,
photography, Bible studies, choir and drama are being given. A series of
special lectures on the geophysical sciences under observation at the
station are also scheduled. On May 18 it was reported that the new
amateur communication instellation had been completed.
Ionospheric Physics - On May 24 it was reported that the C-4 recorder
was operati' 3moothJ.y and that regular scaling had been ca:ried out since
May 11. (The quality of the records, however, is not yet completely
satisfactory.)
Meteorology - All meteorology programs are in full operation. Sixtyone successful balloon ascents have been made with a resultant average
height of 18,825 meters. The carbon dioxide analyzer is working satisfactorily. The infra-red hydrometer shutter was found to be loose and
has been repaired and the bridge circuit changed back to the original
specifications.
On May 11, while the South Pole Station was recording the lowest
temperature ever recorded,-100.4 0F, Little America was suffering the
effects of +30° temperatures. The previous all-time May high at Little
America was . .-250F. Accompanying this rise in temperature was the record
May gale with winds to 52 knots, the highest previous velocity for the
same month being 41 knots. On May 15, with the storm unabated, the wind
reached another new record high of 67 knots. The effects of this storm
were to deposit a large quantity of wet snow with resulting heavy drifting
filling chimneys and piling snow on to the buildings and caches. On May 24
it was reported that the station was still in the process of digging out
from the storm.
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On June 4 the average May temperature was reported to be -23 F, the
highest +300F on the 11th and the lowest -63 0F on the 24th. Total snowfall
was 22.1 inches. The prevailing wind direction was SE with an average
velocity of 13.8 knots and a maximum of 53 sustained knoto on the 15th.
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-2On May 24 it was reported that temperature and wind gradient studies had
commenced on Harch 31. Considerable trouble had been encountered with the
Beckman and Whitley power supply, but the problem has been partially solved
with the addition of a voltage regulator.
All micrometeorological and radiation programs were operative by June 7
except the heat flux transducers. Some 254 wind profiles were obtained during
May with about 90 percent logarithmic form. Some electromagnetic disturbances
were found due to unshielded communications wires.
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- On May 10 it was reported that the Weather Central
would conduct collective weather broadcasting propagation tests May 12-19.
This information was passed to all other U. S. stations, which were asked to
prepare reports.
Weather C qnt

Weather Central broadcasts began on May 29, and includbd all synoptic and
upper air reports received from Antarctic stations during the six-hour interval
prior to each broadcast. Daily broadcasts are made at 0200, 0800, 1400 and
2000Z. Reports are now received from all U. S. Antarctic stations, USSR stations, Australian stations, Japanese and Norwegian stations and Decepcion
(Argentina). The 0200Z broa&ast includes 0000Z, 300 and 500 MD analyses for
areas where data are available. Analyses now are over 24 hours old at the
time of transmission, but it is planned to have separate broadcasts of more
current analyses beginning in mid-June.
Physiology - On May 17 it was reported that experiments were beginning
on investigating the significant differences between cold exposed subjects in
manual dexterity and tactile sensitivity. From the scanty evidence at band, it
appears that local cold acclimatization is acquired through chronic exposure
but modified by individual differences.
Aurora and Mrgow - On June 3 it was reported that the patrol spectrograph
had been repaired and had been on automatic operation since May 14. The all-sky
camera has been affected by outside lights whiob ere nw.^seearv r for camp
maintenance 30 percent of the time. Visual observations are taken at regular
three-hourly intervals for about 19 out of 24 hours. Fifteen percent of all

aurora show symmetry, ten percent to axes between azimuth 47 and 57, five
percent to axes between 57 and 90. Two-thirds of the symmetric forms are rayed

arcs, one-third are homogeneous arcs. The visual meteor observations began
May 25 and the meteor radar installation was to start early in June.

omagnetism - Standard and visual magnetographs have been operating
during the entire month of May and the rapid-run magnetograph will start full
operation June 1. Scaling and base line operation is complete for the month.
Glaciology - The deep pit is now at 11 meters depth and strain gauges have
been installed for the first 5.6 meters. The oxygen isotope analysis
collection has started.

-3Measurements of the 1.ce shelf movement, by means of a line and anchor
placed on sea bottom, have been taken. By measuring the length of the line
paid out in a given time and knowing the depth of the sea, the distance the
barrier has moved can be determined. It is believed that the 1OG,000 square
mile barrier advances five feet per day toward the sea.
Oceanography - Kainan Bay was the site of extensive seismic and oceanographic studies by Crary and Cromie during May. Bottom reflection shots
made from May 1-10 show many sub-bottom reflections. From reflection
soundings made across the barrier edge and on to sea ice at three sites,
detailed profiles have been obtained of ice thickness variation within the
first 200 meters of the baizrier edge. Data analyses of seismic velocity
variation with depth have been started.
An oceanographic station has been established on Kainan Bay 1000 feet
out from the barrier edge. It consists of a three foot square hole in the
ice with a tent pitched over it. Instruments, stove and lantern are kept
inside. Proposed studies include tide and current studies, obtaining samples
of sea water at various depths for determinations of temperature, density
and salinity. Sea bottom cores are being taken for analyses.
Sea depth is almost exactly 2000 feet deep and surface water temperature
is 285°F. Sea bottom includes moraine and glacial deposits. Abundant
quantities of marine life have been noted and specimens taken. An interesting note is that seals are using the oceanographic hole as a blow hole.
. 19-month food supply and 23-month fuel supply is on hand. The hi-fi
installation has been completed and is located in the theater.
__y_

ICY St a tion

Station Activities - The heavy snow fall which burled Little America
also has covered Byrd Station and current activity centers about construction
of further props for the tunnel roofs. The drifts have, however, greatly
facilitated the collection of snow for the snow melters.
teorolgy - On June 7 it was reported that the heating of the inflation shelter and the rawin dome continued to be a problem.
The average May temperature was -38 0F, the high being 20°F on the 11th,
the low -66 0F on the 28th. Precipitation was 0.96 inches, snowfall 10.3
inches. The seasonal total of snowfall since January 10 is 45.9 inches.
The prevailing wind direction is NNE at an average velocity of 16.5 knots,
with a maximum of. 34 knots from the NNE on the 20th.
Seismology - The seismic station is not yet under test conditions. Two
pits, 6 x 6 x 7 feet deep, with snow foundations for seismometers, are
located in the northwest quadrant, the area of least vehicle traffic. The
vibration of the 35-ton tractor necessitates locating the horizontal
pendulums well away ftcm the building. Each pit has two regular building
wall panels for the roof and one short access tunnel and hatch. They appear

-4secure from the weather. The cables and seismometer are in place. A 6 x 8 x 7
foot plywood recorder darkroom has been built in the office area in Building
2. The final electrical connections have not been made since the timing
circuit is part of the geomagnetism program. All outside work must be finished
on both disciplines before the seismology testing can begin. The approximate
starting date is June 20. It is emphasized that no provisions were made for the
Byrd Station seismology program and it has been improvised throughout.
Aurora - A June 3 report indicates that the second aurora dome has been
mounted over a modified pibal dome hatch. The third dome has been mounted over
a hatch cut in a standard roof panel. Building 11 has been wired and ducts
from the Jet Heeter in Building 6 have been installed. All supplies except the
photo material have been unpacked.
It was reported that there has been some trouble with the all-sky camera
shutter circuits and the spectrometer.
Geomagnetism -Buildings 7 and 8 have been wired for light and heat and the
vestibule has been constructed in Building 8. Piers have been installed in
tamped slush and the pier tops have been constructed and installed.
Glaciolgy - Weekly accumulation and daily snow temperature ranges have
been taken. An oxygen isotope sampling was conducted after a storm on May 10-11.
The deep pit studies of stratigraphy, density, temperature and deformation have
begun to a depth of three meters.
Ionospheric- Physics - The ionospheric sounder is now in operation. Dis-

torted frequency markers have been traced to a sprung film drive shaft and
the corrective adjustment has been made.
Amundsen-Scott IGYoutb Pole Station

Station Activities - On May 14 the first of the planned monthly meetings
was held explaining IGY work to all station personnel. All communications
equipment has been installed. Health and morale were excellent and extensive
IGY science conferences with most of the U. S.-IGY Antarctic Stations over
amateur and official Navy circuits were reported. On May 14 a general science
progress symposium was held. It was reported that the only amateur contact
with a non-U. S. station was with Mirny on May 29.
The biology and physiology programs are progressing well. 1.5 months fresh
frozen, 15 months of canned vegetables, and about 30 months of dry provisions
are at hand.
Glaciology - On May 24 it was reported that work on the cold laboratory had
been completed. The glaciological snow mine is now 85 feet long, 20 feet deep
and the air temperature in the mine -49P. The light winds the first half of
May eradicated an earlier sastrugi pattern, filling in and leaving the surface

-5smooth and rolling. However, two storms during the last half of the month
created strong new eastrugi patterns. The temperature gradient extends almost
uniformly from -67.9°F at 50 cm below the surface to a ten-meter depth where
the temperature for the past six weeks has "warmed" from -59.0 0F to the
present temperature of -58.50F.
Meteorology- Further information has been received about the all-time
record low of -100.4 0F recorded on May 11. The low marked the low point of
two days of steadily falling temperatures. The temperature inside the tunnels
surrounding and interconnecting the buildings lags behind the outside
temperature, but this also was already close to -70 0F. Moist air from the
buildings causes fog in the tunnels reducing visibility to a matter of yards.
Outside the air was perfectly clear as the moon slowly rose above the horizon.
On May 13 a 28,000 meter radiosonde ascent was accomplished.
The weather during May was characterized by record low temperatures and
record high winds. The average temperature was -68.3 0F, the highest -30°F
on the 15th. June 1 air temperature was -66.0°F and snow surface t1perature
was -68.40F. The average wind speed during May was 15 knots with peak gusts
of 47 knots on the 25th. Average height of 53 balloon flights was 21,025
meters. Extreme difficulty is noted in releasing balloons in winds over 20
knots since the balloon is usually larger than the eight-foot square hatch
of the inflation building.
Ionospheric Phyics - The ionosphere C-3 recorder operation is routine
and is producing good 35 mm and 16 mm records in auto dual operation, .eEcept
for a 14-hour period due to a short circuit in the ready lamp socket. Darkroom process control is excellent.
eomagnetisrn - The Askania variograph is functioning perfectly in a pit
400 feet from the nearest building. The visual recording magnetograph has
produced interesting data.
-

Se ismology - The vertical seismograph, located in a pit 1000 feet from
the nearest building, is functioning well. The pit temperature is -65°F and
some difficulty has been experienced in obtaining a proper damping circuit.
The horizontal seismographs are awaiting repair of the galvanometers before
installation. Tremors are being recorded and reports will begin June 1.
Aurora and Airgiow - The spectrograph photo multiplier transformer
burned out on May 9 and is being operated manually for the present. An overworked Jet Heeter in the aurora tower broke down on May 26, halting all
operations in the aurora tower since that time. A Preway Heater which was
installed May 29 is unable to keep the domes clear. Aurora has been visible
approximately 75 percent of the clear periods, the least during a full moon
cycle. The aurora tower has been guyed without difficulty.
Astronomy - It was reported that the T-3 theodolite has been installed
and celestial observations began May 7. Approximately 200 star sights
have been made.

6NAP McMurdo
A blizzard struck at McMurdo during May 1316. Twenty-eight hours of
29 knot winds or above were reported, with the highest hourly average being
50 knots, and peak gusts measured at 82 knots. The greatest damage was
sustained by the new communications complex which was almost completed when
the blizzard struck. Feeder lines, rhombic poles, power cables and insulators
either blew down or were broken. Damage sustained included the 75-foot pole
on feed-in end of the Balboa rhombic and the New Zealand rhombic. All rhombic
poles have a minimum of 2 guys each detached and some were held up by only
one guy. One thousand feet of transmission lines were down with standoff
insulators snapped, and the remaining transmission lines were loosened considerably. The new transmitter building's tarp was partly blown off the
false roof and snow blew into some of the transmitters. One power line pole
and 800 feet of power line were down. The estimated date for the completion
of repairs is June 7. During the storm when there was a lull in the winds
at 43 knots, upper air balloons were released and 200 knot winds were measured
at 22,000 feet. During the storm on May 13 the temperature range was -2 to
-17 F. On May 14 the temperature varied from 10° to -6 0F. On May 16 the winds
were recorded at over 45 knots for 6 hours, the highest hourly average being
58 knots and peak gusts at 78 knots.
The average May temperature is reported to be -10.7 0F with a maximum of
14 0F on the 16th and a minimum of -36.0°F on the 23rd. The average wind
velocity was 13 knots from the East with peak gusts at 83 knots from the South.
Snowfall is estimated at 0.22 inches.
The flooring has been completed and the Quonset frames are up for the
temporary garage.
24 months' fuel, 10 months' frozen and 21 months' canned and dry provisions are at hand.
Adare ICY Station
ationtivit4 - The remaining communication installation is expected
to be completed June 1, On May 18 it was reported that 40 percent of the provisions had been stored in two Jamesway huts 100 yards from the galley, the
remainder stored in the survival cache, established March 1, one-half mile
from the camp. The following material has been stored on a 10-ton sled
secured against the weather with plywood panels and canvas: sufficient five-inone and trail rations to last each man one month; one month fuel supply, gas
diesel fuel, space heater, emergency medical kit, cots, sleeping bags,
emergency radio equipment, trail food, skiis and safety line, two tents,
field kit consisting of cooking utensils, field range, mess kits and 2-man
haul sleds,
çeanoraphy - No tide observations have been made to date. The bay
now frozen solid with a depth of two feet.

ice is

Geomag n etism - A report dated June 3 stated that the geomagnetism program
is operating on a routine basis. Fuel drums in the vicinity of the buildings
have been removed.

-7Meteorology - The meteorology program is operating routinely. Radiation measurements have been terminated until Spring. The average height of
59 soundings during May was 17,422 meters. The high local horizon has
limited sounding heights nine times and winds 32 times during the month.
The climate for May is reported with the average temperature -9 0F, the highest
11°F on the 28th, and the lowest -27 0F on the 4th. Precipitation was .01
inches, snowfall .1 inches. The prevailing wind direction was SW with an
average velocity of 7.5 knots, and a maximum of 67 knots on the 9th.
Seismol o gy - Temperature instability in the seismic installations has
been considerably reduced and the temperature remains near 18°F with the
improved thermostat using a thermograph, contact brushes, relays and batteries.
Temperature drift is still a difficulty in the long period vertical records.
Two gales during the month have rendered several days'records imusable.
Aurora and Airgiow - Regular aurora observations started June 1, including
a 24-hour visual watch. The all-sky camera is now functioning properly.
Ionospheric Phy s ics - The ionosonde has been in routine operation for a
week. Some programming trouble has been experienced due to a failure in the
microswitch.
The radio circuit with Awarua, New Zealand, has been established, and a
daily schedule is observed. A weekly voice radio contact is also made with
Scott Base (New Zealand). Health is reported to be good and morale high.
The communications installation is complete except for the homing beacon.
About 19 months' fuel and 18 months' food is on hand.
Ellsworth IGY Station
Station Activities - The Navy personnel are now operating the station in
all phases, leaving IGY civilian personnel entirely free to pursue their
programs. All are reported well with high morale.
An emergency cache has been set up in Jamesway huts 100 yards to the
north of the station with a 12 months' food supply stored.
Complete bunking facilities and space heaters have been set up along with
medical supplies.
The buildings are now connected with the main tunnel running through
the station. Snow drifts cover the station, which was completed the first
week in April. Six 30 kw generators are providing power. A 100-yard tunnel
connects the aviation buildings where the Otter aircraft and helicopters are
sheltered from prevailing winds and drifts.
On May 19 the corrinunications installations were complete. Attempts were
being made to repair the only available water pump for the latrine and photo
lab.
Aurora - Observations took place 12 of the 14 clear nights in April. The
alidade and other equipment are working satisfactorily. The vertical meteor
binocular has been mounted on the roof of the aurora and airglow building.
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in the aurora program, made with Dr. Fuchs at Shackleton Base (UK), have
been fruitful. Using an alidade and cards made by UK personnel, observations
have been made every three hours along the magnetic NS meridian since May 6.
As the British station meridian intersects the Ellsworth Station geomagnetic
meridian, successful determinating photography has been made of arch, using
borrowed Tri-X film. Ellsworth Station hopes to combine these photographic
results with the all-sky camera data for height calculations. Ronne suggests
that the distance between the stations is ideal for parallactic photos next
year. It would require two men wintering at a"deserted base capable of
being in continual radio contact with Ellsworth." Ronne also states that on
May 9 at 0610Z the station witnessed an outstanding display of aurora.
The spectrograph is operating satisfactorily after the installation of
a fuse in the Ap1egate primary. The H-Beta photometer is operating in the
third auroral dome. Visual observations are continuing every 15 minutes on
clear nights. Five second all-sky camera exposures of the aurora are clear
but of low contrast. The niagnetograph is operative and the microtneteorite
collection program has been initiated.
Glacioy - The work on the glaciology deep pit is continuing and the
present depth is six meters. A detailed ice study has been made including
accumulation cross sections. A new accumulation ablation area has been
established five miles inland. Eight stakes have been set out. A profile
run and elevation has been established on the base of one relative movement
stake system. Hoisting structure and snow removal equipment has been built
for the deep pit. Weekly measurements are to be carried out on ablation areas
S eismology - The seismic amplifiers have been used in an attempt to
study fluctuations of the magnetic field vertical component in the little
studied audio and subaudio range. "A 60 cycle hum excessive tear camp.'
These observations are to be included in the traverse program. A miniature
triparte seismic system has been set out to study the ice shelf motion.

Tentative results of reflection work find that the shelf is 232 meters
thick, the ocean floor 798 meters deep. Final values depend on accurate
intensity velocities to be determined from pit studies and long range
refraction shooting.
Meteorol o gy - The program is in full operation, including radiosonde observations. The wind vane and anemometer is in operation. The wind recorder
is working satisfactorily and the snow collector and thermograph have been
in operation since April 1. All air temperature recorders have been mounted
and are ready for operation. The astro fix on the station is 770401S,
41 020 1 W. On April 24, the last day of sunlight until August, the temperature
was -67 0F and winds were recorded at 16 knots. On May 10 a report confirmed
that sufficient meteorological material was on hand to comply with Little
America's request to make 6-hourly rawinsonde observations on RWD and SWD.

-9A thermohin, for recording air temperature, has been placed 300 feet SE
of the meteorology building and 1.5 meters above the surface. Another
thermohni has been placed on the snow surface at 200 feet SE of the
meteorologyb1 üilding. Eight surface snow stakes have been loacted two miles
east in a north to south line at one-quarter mile intervals. Readings are
taken once a month in the dark period and will be increased when the sun
returns. Navy personnel are training in the TMQ-5 and GMD-1A operation.
The anemometer cups, windvane, nine light indicators and Esterline Angus
recorder are working well.
The mean May temperature was -14°F, the high was 17 0F on the 2nd, the
low was -640F on the 10th. The average wind speed was 13 knots with peak
gusts up to 55 knots on the 24th. The inflation building has been remodeled
and walkout doors added for balloon releases. This new facility is working
well, and should reduce future losses.
Ionosphere - The troubles in the C-4 recorder have been located and
repaired by Bengaard and Skidmore. It is expected that it will be in full
operation within a week. The whistler equipment is functioning but the
power line hum is extremely high, and the program has been suspended until
the hum can be reduced either by the successful operation of the generators
or by relocation of the loop antenna. Station personnel are unable to keep
the generators in phase when running parallel and remedial action is now
under study.
Wilkes IGY Station
Station Activities -Completion of the communications installation is now
underway. A 16' x 20' wooden shelter for photography and general storage has
been erected. On May 19 the emergency survival camp was reported completed,
and on May 23 the amateur set was reported to be in full operation.
After it was decided that more support than could be supplied by weasels
was necessary for the successful operation of site 2 (Wilkes Station inland
satellite) a test run was made up the steep ice of the ramp by a D-4 tractor
and to the station (50 miles inland) The trip served the dual purpose of
marking the trail with 100 empty fuel drums and carrying the 32 drums of fuel
needed to operate the camp. The entire load was carried on two ten-ton
sleds. Molholm and Cameron played the major parts in the accomplishment
that took from April 9-11 in -160F weather.
Meteorol o gy - Surface and upper air programs are now routine and are
progressing satisfactorily. Pinhole difficulty was encountered during a
period when balloons were being"conditioned with hot water."The. trouble
appeared to result from foreign matter in the water supply. This problem
has ceased with the resumption of the circulating hot air method. The
horizontal incidence pyrheliometer records for May are satisfactory.

- 10 On May 20 the mean April temperature was reported to be 20°F, the
maximum was 360F on April 4 and the minimum -20F on April 13. The average
April wind velocity was 13.5 knots with peak gusts of 83 knots on April 18.
The May weather has been characterized by high winds and warm temperatures.
The average was 10.8 0F. with a maximum of 42 F and a minimum of -14 0F. The
average wind velocity was 12 knots, prevailing from the NE, with peak gusts
to 87 knots on May 28.
Honkala has been at the ice cap station since May 6 conducting snow
crystal and other meteorological studies.

Cameron gave the following report
it
and suggestions for a glaciology traverse: In October and November
is planned to travel outh from S-2 for 150 to 200 miles and return to S-2
via the J. Q . P dams Glacier. During December and January, ablation will be
studied closely and movement measurement again made at Vanderford Glacier.
Shem. moraine and raised sea levels will be studied in more detail. It is
recommended that specialized summer personnel make a more complete map of the
Windmill Islands by use of aerial photos and adequate ground control. Such a
map would include Clark Peninsula; Midgely, Herring and Browning Islands; and
small unmapped islets north of the station and the coast as far north as
Cape Folger; moraine along margin of the ice sheet; and termini of the
Vanderford Glacier. Aerial photos of termini o Vanderford and J. . Adams
Glaciers are needed.
G laciolo gy - In a report of May 31,

Since lichen grow fairly abundantly and occur on all islands, shear
moraines and saupt nunatak, lichen study would prove helpful in ascertaining
the history of the area since maximum glacierization. It is suggested that a
study by Dr. Llano would be profitable.
The area contains shear moraines along the margin of the ice sheet
which would interest a glacial geologist. The following programs were proposed for summer study: aerial mapping, aerial photos of glaciers, lichen
study, gravity traverse, study of metamorphic bedrock and glacial geology..
Helicopter support of these summer projects is considered imperative and a
three week minimum time limit would be required. A gravimeter traverse inland
could be useful in ice thickness measurements.
A seven day attempt was made to remeasure movement stakes at Vanderford
Glacier, but bad weather and weasel trouble forced postponement of the
project until early Spring.
Aurora and Air glo -

The visibility and quality of displays improved

greatly during the last half of May. Of 405 hours observed, 177 or 44 percent
were clear. Aurora were observed during 51 percent of the clear hours, which
is in marked contrast to April. The displays consisted almost exclusively of
rayed arcs of colorless medium to faint intensity. The direction of arcs
appears random and several fine pictures of arcs running parallel to the geoma
netic meridian were obtained. Few meteor countings have been made due to the
moonlight and extensive aurora, but spot checks have revealed no increase in
density above the normal.

- 11 Cosmic Rays - The telescope remains on a checkout status because of
erratic operation resulting in data fluctuations greater than the normal
deviation. The total count is remaining lower than designed.
Ionospheric Phy sics - The ionosonde is in operation 91 percent of the time.
Scaling is within three days of being current. The program is completely ready
for the trial month.
Oceanogr aphy - Sea ice studies have been made. Sea ice had formed to a
depth of 12 inches over an extensive area of Vincennes Bay, but stormy winds,
from May 26th through the 28th with peak gusts of 100 mph removed all the ice.
The following episode is excerpted from a May 31 report:
An unscheduled amphibious operation was conducted with one of
the base weasels when a preliminary sortie on to the ice resulted
in the vehicle breaking through. Although the ten inches of ice
through which the weasel dropped was over the six inch recommended
minimum the combination of the facts that the ice was new and that
the wind action tended to weaken it apparently meant more than the
actual thickness. Eklund, Lt. Grinell and Molholm quickly
abandoned their floating weasel with Moihoim taking a waist level
dunking in the process. A D-4 tractor and a coil of heavy rope
were brought to the water's edge and a line was run from the
tractor to the weasel. With Bousquet and Patterson at the
tractor and McIntyre, Green and Wonsey out at the weacel, Magee
directed the operation from an intermediate point. The weasel came
further out with each attempt as planks and fuel drums were used
to direct the pulling force upward to lift the weasel clear of
the ice. When Wonsey disengaged the engine so that the tracks
could turn freely the weasel finally came up on top of the ice
and was dragged ashore. The weasel is operating again rarkably
unharmed by the dunking."
Geoma gn etism - The installation has been completed, and final tests are
underway. It is expected that the operation will be routine within a week.
Seismology - Five earthquakes have been recorded during the month. Microseismic activity is apparently due to the surf. Better temperature control has
eliminated some instrumental drift. Stoppages and slowing due to eccentricity
of the recording drum has been eliminated by coupling the shaft directly to the
drive wheel.
Geology - A dog sleding trip to islets north of the station show similar
bedrock types as found on Clark Peninsula.

N on-Geophy s ical - Mr. Eklund reports that 323 South Polar Skuas have been
banded with metal and green color bands since the station was established.
Some 37 Skuas have been dyed scarlet, 14 giant Fulmars have been banded and
some dyed. Forty-two Adelie penguins have been banded with a new type of
flipper marker and weights taken in molting studies. Eighteen birds, including

12 seven species, and one Ross Seal have been collected for the National Museunt
since establishing the station.
Some 27 months food is on hand as well as 242,000 gallons of diesel fuel.
S-2 Wilkes Icecap Station
The station was manned an entire month. A report on May 31 is quoted as
follows:
"Ronkala and token at Site 2 are tiring of the miniature base
as their stay has been extended to three weeks by a combination
of weasel failure and bad weather. Lt. Grinell and Moihoim
have been driven back twice by bad weather in attempting to
reach them. Rudy reports that the supply of food and fuel
is adequate.'
Glaciolo gy - The snow tunnel system was extended to the deep pit site
and pit excavation has begun. Accumulation stakes in the area have been
measured. Although blowing and drifting snow make travel on the ice cap
unreliable, they expected to have, by June 10, all glacio1ica1 personnel
to S-2 to concentrate on deep pit work. Snow sampling has been carried on
during May and shows a small yteld of water. Snow crystals are being sampled
by the replica method and replicas of ice crystals were made the night of
May 20.
Meteorology - The average temperature during May was -7 0F, with a maximum
of

-132.

Antarctic Activities of Other Countries

Argentina
During the 1956-1957 summer season an Argentine Task Group relieved
the existing stations on the Palmer Peninsula, the South Shetland and
Orkney Islands, and the General Belgrano Base in the ieddell Sea. The
Task Group consisted of 5 Ships including the icebreaker San Martin, the
transport Bahia Aguirre, a tanker, and two ocean-going tugs.
The Task Group departed from Ushuaia on December 19th, proceeding
first to Meichoir Station on Gama Island, which consists of four buildings
housing 10 men, at which programs in meteorology and aurora are conducted;
and thence to Almirante Brown Station, which is the only Argentine Station
in the Palmer Peninsula region located on the continental area. It is
reported that the location of this sta':ion does not lend itself to exploration of the interior because of the )recipitous ice cliffs surrounding the
site. The station is made up of 5 buildings and approximately 10 personnel,
Meteorological and oceanograhic orograms are among those carried out at
the station.
During its voyage to Tiente Camara Base on Half Moon Island, the
Task Group visited two refuge huts in the Gerlache & Branfield Straits
maintained by personnel for seasonal observations in meteorology, oceanography, geology, biology and glaciology. Tiente Camara consists of 6
buildings with a program of observations in meteorology, oceanography,
biology and zoology. The Task Group ended this phase of its operation
at Decepcion Base, which because of the excellent harbor facilities acts
as base of operations for aerial survey work, carried out by amphibious
Catalina flying boats.
On the second phase of the 1956-57 mission the icebreaker San Martin
proceeded on January 1 to i3speranza at Hope Bay. Two irgentine stations
have been established at this location. One was oriented towards
exploration of the interior and a second at which IGY programs in meteorology and oceanography will be conducted. 21 personnel are currently
wintering-over. After visiting Orcades on Laurie Island in the South
Orkneys, the San Martin proceeded to the General Beigrano station in the
Weddel]. Sea.
Established in 1955, IGY programs at this station include glaciology
and geological exploration, meteorology, ionospheric physics, aurora and
airgiow and geomagnetism. The station is manned by 18 prsons and 1-'as
been equipped with 2 aircraft, a Cessna and a Beaver, 5 weasels and 40
dogs. Air reconnaissance to date has included an area 170 km radius from
the station. The Cessna was lost in 1955 at 83°S with all personnel rescued and the Beaver has been currently returned to Argentina for an
overhaul in preparation for next year's program.
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reconnaissance mission for the season was made to determine the possibility
of locating a small meteorological station on the island. Because of the
shallow beaches, the lack of a suitable water supply, and the proximity
of a large penguin rookery, it was decided not to set up the station.
The final phase of the Argentine operation was the relief of the San
Martin Base in iarguerite Bay. During the season's operation, personnel
of this station established three refuges to the east of the station between
Marguerite Bay and Mobiloil Bay in the Weddell Sea. The three refuges have
been named Yapeyu, Chacabuco and Marpu, all names connected with the San
Martin story. The refuges are a part of an extensive glaciological program
conducted from the San iartin Base. The Base is equipped with 75 dogs,
one tractor, and one weasel.
Australia
Having left L"elbourne on December 17 the Kista Dan arrived off the
Vestfold Hills on January 9. Considerable aerial reconnaissance was
necessary to locate a site for the erection of Davis Station. The terrain
is a low relief oasis area strewn with boulders and devoid of ice and
snow during the Antarctic summer, on January 12 offloading commenced and
construction began the next day. On the 14th the Post Office ws 'opened.
The station is located on a pebbled 'terrace 30 feet above the sea.
The sleeping hut, community hut and engine hut are located on this beach
while the auroral observatory and meteorological instruments are located
on the crest of the ridge, offering an excellent view of the horizon.
The station was completed on January 20 and the Kista Dan departed for
Mawson, arriving on February 2. After unloading stores and completing
several new huts, last year's wintering-over personnel were relieved and
the Kista Dan left Iawson on February 17, laying over again at Davis Base
to offload the final cargo before proceeding to Australia.
Activity at flawson was concentrated upon digging out from the winter
and also with new construction. During this period a maximum high temperature of 43°F was recorded. Numerous reconnaissance flights were made
until November 29 when bay ice conditions ended the flying season. Aerial
reconnaissance was made along the Queen iaud Coast as far as Lutzow-Holm
Bay. In support of traverse operations (see Status 'eport No. 16),
flights were made to the ranges in vicinity of 75 0 S where magnetic observations wcre conducted at a newly made depot.
On May 13 it was reported that the flight between awson and Davis
Base had been made on "ay 4, indicating that the sea bay had formed
sufficiently to per it renewal of aerial activities. This link will be
maintained until the sea ice goes out next season.
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Australian seismological observatories at i.acquarie Island and .awson. The
Australian seismological observatory at ;;acquarie Island (54 0 29' 55" S,
1500571 22" B) is situated on weathered basaltic lava 14 inches above msl.
The observatory, which has been operating since 1950, is equipped with
1ood-Anderson type seismometers (N-S and E-V components) with a period of
1.0 second, damping 0.9 (critical) and static magnification 3200, and a
Grenet vertical seismometer, pendulum period 1.3 seconds, galvanometer
)eriod 0.8 seconds. ecording on both instruments is by photographic means
30 mm/mm. The awson observatory (67 0 35' 1/2" S, 62 054' B) is located on
Felspar 7orphyry 9 meters above insi. It is equipped with a 3-component
Leet-Blumberg seismograph (N-S, 2-4, Z,,) with a period of 1 second. lecording is made by ink on paper moving at 30mm/second. The instrument was
installed early in 1956, but because of mechanical and electrical troubles
has been only partially operative.

Belgium
Recent reports announce that the Belgium intarctic Ex p edition to
Breid 3ay will be made up of 17 scientific and technical personnel, including 3 meteorology, 1 geomagnetism, 1 nuclear radiation, 1 ionospheric
dctor, 2 radio operators,
physics and aurora and airgiow, 2 topograhy,
2 mechanics, 1 airplane mechanic, 1 photographer, 1 cook and the leader
of the expedition who is also chief .?ilot. The expedition will be trans--ported aboard the 600-ton Norwegian ship Polarhov.

I

Equipment to be utilized by the party includes a modified Cléments
panel building similar, to those in use at the USNC-IGY Antarctic stations.
In the barracks building each man will have a separate cubicle (2.4 m z
1.8 m). The science buildings will be equipped with 3 plexiglass domes
for auroral observations and include a rawiri. power housing the G1-4D equipment. The garage buildings andpcer house will be ARMCO type buildings.
Power will be Su,)oljed by 3 groups of Deutz generators producing 15 kw
each, one group separated from the other two as fire prevention precaution.
Communications eouipment i ncludes 2 HF transmitters, frequency range 1-30
mcs 700 W. The transmitter to be employed for communications between the
Antarctic and Belgium has a rhombic antenna, to be beamed on Belgium, while
the transmitter eeuipment to be used for interantarctic communications has
several dipole antennas. Suitable receivers accompany this system. A 75
watt iF/HF emergency transmitter which can operate from battery power is
also planned. Vehicles will be equipped with HF 75 watt transmitterreceivers with whip antennas, while dog team parties will have small I-IF
transmitter-receivers operated by battery or hand generator. Walkie-talkies,
with of f sight sets, will be employed a 1 out the station during offloading
and in exploration of mountain terrain.
The station is to be ecui p ed wit'-' both a central automatically
operated fire extinguisher system and individual extinguisher.
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the Belgium party, accompanied the recent French relief expedition to
Terre AcIelie, He assisted in the offloading of 350 tons and construction
of additional scientific buildings at Du'nont d'Urville, Me accompanied
the party on a portion of the rote to Charcot, spending 15 days in a
tent at one of the depots.

Chile
On October 24 the Raucagna, accompanied by tenders, left Punta
Arena for the relief of the Chilean stations in the Palnier Peninsula.
The successful completion of the mission was accomplished and the Task
Group began its return voyage on January 21. It is reported that a new
station, to be called Luis Riso Patron, will be constructed near the
present Chilean base of Bernardo O'Higgins. This base is intended as a
site of IGY scientific observations.

Pr a nce
The French Relief Expedition aboard the florsel left Le Havre October 7
for Dumont d'Urville on Petrel Island, arriving after an ice-free voyage
on December 23. 350 tons of stores were offloaded and 20 men relieved last
year'sarty. During t i-is period Charcot Station was established at 690
22' 1/8" S, 139°02' B (See Status )e2ort No. 16), at an altitude of
approximately 7000 feet.
Among the equipment installed was a special radar apparatus for
auroral.observations. Hydrographic work along the coast was conducted
by the Norsel. The season's operation was hampered by bad weather With
blizzards afid. gusts.to 160 mph and temperatures to -30°F. It was reported
that there were only 20 out of 120 effective working days.

New Zealand
Recent information indicates that the New Zealand Scott Base at ?ram
Point on loss Island in McMurdo Sound is located about 40 feet above sea
level and 100 yards from the edge of the ice shelf. Offloading, which
began January 9, was completed on February 22 when the Endeavour departed
McMurdo Sound for New Zealand. Construction began on January 9, the Pose
Office was opened on the 10th, and by the middle of January the mess hail
had been completed. On January 26th 3 huts and the radio masts were
erected. The base was declared open on January 20th. Nine huts have
currently been completed and three field parties have completed their
assignments.
New Zealand's new installations on Campbell Island were expected to
be fully operational by June 1. The science building is already being
utilized and living areas will be completed shortly.

Norway
Progress at the Norwegian Station is progressing satisfactorily.
Having left Oslo on November 10, the Polarsertrel and Polarjorn left South
Georgia December 21, reaching the Barrier on December 30. The Station
has been established approximately 40 miles inland and construction has
been proceeding.

Union Of South Africa
The program at Marion Island includes observations in ionospheric
physics, oceanography, and a surveying program as well as upper air and
surface meteorological observations. The next relief expedition was due
to leave turban in; , ;ay 1957.

United Kingdom
The activity in the PIDS station centered about the visit of the Duke
of Edinburgh to the stations, the construction of a new Base (Base T) at
Penn Head, and the relief and preparation of the existing 11 FIDS stations
for the IGY in which some 90 men will be employed. The survey at Shope
Bay (Base D) has been extended northwest to Cape Legoupil and southwest to
Duse Bay. A small party has manned a refuge hut on View Point in Duse Bay.
The survey of Coronation Island from Base H on Signy Island has been continued. A depot on the mainland at 4000 feet has been established from
Base 0 on the Danco Coast and a party from the Base has built a refuge hut
On Wilhemina Bay. Six surveying parties have reached the mainland from
Base 'J on the Loubet Coast and a survey of Lallemand Fjord is well underway. A prefabricated hut has been erected on Doumer Island southwest of
Port Lockroy (Base A).

Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic Expedition
A report of. A3rjl 8 outlined the establishment of South Ice (Depot 300)
from Shackleton Base. On February 4, after numerous reconnaissance flights,
a party was landed at a site 270 miles from Shackleton at an altitude of
4350 feet. A,pit 20' x 20' x 5' was dug in which the hut was to be constructed. 19 flights delivered the supplies necessary to bu.ld and maintain
the station for 8 months. On February 22 the construction party moved into
the partially completed hut. During this p eriod, on February 18, the
New Zealand Scott Base and Shackleton made their first radio contact. On
March 3 South Ice was sufficiently complete to send a geological .)arty to
some nunataks (30) south of South Ice. They were landed by aircraft with
ten days' food. '-Towever, bad weather made it impossible to contact the
party until i'arch 15, when the party was finally located only ten miles
from South Ice, man-hauling their equipment back to the station. Despite
the temperatures encountered of -30°F, the party returned to Shackleton
in good condition. Temperatures in early April dropped to the -50°F level
with constant winds of 20-40 knots.
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The New Zealand contingent of the expedition has conducted several
preliminary reconnaissances. Aft€r it became evident that the Ferrar
Glacier offered no satisfactory approach to the plateau (See l'eport No. ii),
a five-man team explored the- Shelton Glacier, (See Report No. 16) returning
February 28 to the Scott Base on Ross Island. A three-man geolo ical
party conducted a survey of the mountains skirting the S!'elton Glacier,
climbing 10,500 foot 14t. -Tarnsworth. (See '! ).eport No. 16) A third party
made a reconnaissance of the ro te between Scott Base and Shelton Glacier,
,a thorough survey produced the information that the mouth of the Shelton
Glacier is 15 miles northeast of the position shon on Scott's maps of the
area. A recent communication between Scott Base and the Commonwealth TransAntarctic Bxpedition Base at Shackleton has changed the plans of the New
Zealand support party under Sir Edward Hillary. Originally scheduled to
establish caches in the vicinity of ;-.t. Albert ilarkam, the party will now
proceed further south to establish additional caches in support of the
main party led by Dr. B. Fuchs.

USSR
The Soviet icebreaker Ob arrived at 'irny on December 24, after an
easy passage through the ice witli the relief -ersonnel and cargo. The
Lena and Kooeratsia, after stopping over at Cpetown, South Africa,
arrived at iirny on January 10. After offloa ding had been completed, the
Ob set out on an oceanographic project in mid-January, first investigating
rydz Bay. The Ob then proceeded along the Rauer Jrchipe1ago and thence
along the Lars Christensen Land Coast. After assisting the Japanese motor
vessel Soya in freeing herself from the ice off Lutzow-Holm Bay, the Ob
returned to i-amy in April.
During the operational season of 1956 the USSR established its main
base at Mirny, at which 83 men wintered over; Oasis in the Punger Hills to
the east, at which 3 men occupied the small scientific station; and Pioneerskaya, an inland mid-station for the establishment of the planned station
of Vostok. Six men wintered over at Pioneerskaya (See Status Reaort No. 9).
Efforts during the 1956-57 operational season were concentrated upon the
establishment of two inland Russian stations. Two tractor trains set out
from Mirny, one reaching a point 540 miles to the south where a subordinate base, Xomsomolskaya, was established. The second tractor swing dug
in for the winter 100 miles short of Komsomolskaya.
A recent issue of the CSAGI IGY News gives the following information
about the Soviet scientific program during the operational season 1955-1956
and during the Antarctic winter of 1956.
During January 1956, an air photographic survey covering 15,000 sq.
km-s was acco1ished in the region from Mount Gauss to unger's Oasis
inclusive. The total length of the flights was 2,000 kms.
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about 15,000 sq. kms covering the area irny, )epot 3ay (Parr i3ay),
Bunger's Oasis, the outer contour of the Shackleton Ice Shelf and the coast
line to the east of the Shelf.
In July-August 1956, four temporary meteorological stations were
established in the iirny area along the meridian 93°B for the purpose of
studying wind drainage and the microclii'.ate of ilirny. These were active
for about fifteen days.
At the end of October 1956 a dog sledge party made a traverse along
the coast from irny to Depot Bay and then 50 kms to the north along the
Shackleton Ice Shelf. The total length of the route was 250 kms. During
the traverse ice •sain31es were collected and several rofile sections of
ice cliffs were recorded,
In October-November 1956 an aircraft landed on Grierson Island.
The central part of this archipelago is situated at 66° 18'S, 1100E.
On 24 February 1956 a reconnaissance flight was made to the South
Geomagnetic Pole without landing. On 3 arch another flight in the direction
of the Pole of Inaccessibility reached 780S.
Twenty-two reconnaissance flights were made to observe ice conditions in the Davis Sea and in the South part of the Indian Ocean. On the
results of the above explorations a ma of the antarctic coast between
89 0E and 107 0 E was drawn.
A complex exploration of Bunger's Oasis ws carried out. It is believed that the reason for its existence is to be found in its geographical
position, owing to which the ice tongues flow round the Oasis and the prevailing winds blow away the precipitations, thus laying bare the bedrock.
The Oasis represents outcrops of bedrock and the area of this icefree
region is somewhat larger than 750 so. kms. It is surrounded on all sides
by Flacier ice and old sea ice. The structure-of the Oasis earth crust
consists of gneises and granite. The relief resembles foot hill regions.
The average: height of the hillocks is 60-90 in but individual hills rise
to about 180 in. iost of the depressions are filled with c'iater. The depth
of the largest lake, is 30 in. At the end of the summer season the subsurface strata of the outcrops at a certain level were found to be frozen.

The flights inland showed that the Antarctic ice cap gradually rises
in the direction of the Dole. In the region of the Geomagnetic Pole its
surface reaches an elevation of 3,500 in above sea level.
From meteorological observations, the Soviet scientists were able to
draw a conclusion about the dominance of meridional winds in winter over
the western part of the Indian Ocean.
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centimeters to several dozen centimeters per month. From the determination of the thickness of the ice cap it was found that along the meridian
90B and 50 kms off the coast the glacier's bedrock lies 300-500 m below
sea level.
Geophysical observations at lirny resulted in the discovery of an
increase in the vertical component in a westerly direction where a range
of fixed icebergs indicates the probable rising of the sea bottom.
In the process of experimental work new methods of making observations
were evolved. Thus the new method of radiosonde observations of wind in
the atmosphere by means of light transmitters on small balloons, traced
with the help of a radio locator, was worked out. This method allows observations to be conducted in adverse weather.
During the current season observations are being made at Mirny on all
aspects of meteorology with instruments which are mainly standard. Observations of wind are carried out with a cup anemograph and with an instrument
without inertia of Surazhsky's system.
The actinometrical observations are made with standard instruments,
aerological observations with radiosonde pilot balloons and radio theodolite.
The geophysical group conducts regualr observations of the magnetic
field variations with the help of an Zschenhagen magnetograph and a series
of low sensitivity variometers. The latter represent a portable maCnetic
variation station. Absolute magnetic observations are made with the help
of the Bamberg magnetometer theodolite, the quartz magnetometer, the induction inclinator, etc. The records of earth currents are provided by slow
run recorder 22mm/h. The ionospheric observations are carried out with
the help of a fully automatic ionosptic station, resolving power 1 km with
a frequency range of 1-12 mc/s. The seismological observations are made
with the help of Kronos type vertical and horizontal seismographs.
Pioneerskaya station conducts meteorological, aerological, actinometric
and glaciological observations but their scope is much narrower than those
made at Mirny. The equipment consists mainly of standard instruments.
The station in the Oasis, judged on the ruantity of its observations
may be regarded as a second-class station with some additional observations.
Special attention will be paid to the measurement of storm winds.
Accordingly, in addition to a weather vane with a heavy board and a distance
electrical anerumbometer, an anemograph of the Surazhsky type will be
mounted for the registration of wind velocity of 10-85 in/sec and hurricanemeter

